The effect of hip resurfacing on oxygen concentration in the femoral head


From the Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, England

Primary total hip replacement (THR) in young and active patients does not necessarily provide a lasting solution.1 It is well recognised that there is a high rate of failure in this group.3 To overcome the challenges of high-demand patients, technical and design developments have been proposed4-6 and recently, there has been a renewed interest in resurfacing arthroplasty. The first short- and medium-term survival studies of the new generation of metal-on-metal hip resurfacing devices have shown favourable survival rates,7,8 attributed to better metallurgy and modern manufacturing methods.

However, a major concern is failure of the femoral component because of fracture of the femoral neck reported to occur in between 0% and 12% of patients (Table I).8-15 Recently, Little et al16 reported an incidence of approximately 2% in a series of 377 patients; the fractured necks displayed established osteonecrosis although, at the time of surgery, there was no histological evidence of this. Treacy, McBryde and Pymsent17 also noted that secondary avascular necrosis (AVN) could occur after resurfacing of the hip, although with a very low incidence. In contrast, Milgram and Rana18 reported evidence of AVN of the femoral head in 29 of 32 failed hip resurfacing arthroplasties; the extent of the AVN ranged from focal to widespread. AVN undoubtedly plays a role in any failure of the femoral component but its importance is still disputed.19

Tissue oxygenation and perfusion can be assessed with needle electrodes. Albery et al,20 in 1978, first described this measurement technique, which enables the simultaneous detection of oxygen and nitrous oxide concentrations in either gas or blood. The method was advanced further in an in vitro study by Hahn et al,21 who investigated gas concentrations in electrolyte solutions. The first in vivo application of intravascular electrodes in anaesthetised dogs was reported by Brooks et al.22 Further modifications allowed oxygen and nitrous oxide concentrations to be measured in muscle and intervertebral disc tissue23-27 in humans. To our knowledge, however, these have not previously been measured in bone.

The aim of our study was to develop a technique for measuring oxygen and nitrous oxide...
in bone. Secondly, we planned to continuously monitor the concentration of these gases during a series of resurfacings in order to determine if the blood flow was compromised and, if so, to determine at which stage of the operation this occurred.

Patients and Methods

Fifteen patients undergoing routine metal-on-metal hip resurfacing for primary osteoarthritis were included in the study which had ethical approval and informed consent was obtained from each patient. All procedures were performed under general anaesthesia through an extended posterior approach; the patients received either the Birmingham resurfacing arthroplasty (Smith and Nephew-MMT, Birmingham, UK) or the Conserve Plus (Wright Medical, Memphis, Tennessee). There were ten men and five women. Their mean age was 55.8 years (24 to 70).

Principle of measurement. We assessed blood flow on the basis of the concentrations of oxygen (O$_2$) and nitrous oxide (N$_2$O). During anaesthesia the patient receives a mixture of these two gases (60% O$_2$, 40% N$_2$O). If the blood flow to the tissues is interrupted, the oxygen present is metabolised rapidly and the measured decrease in concentration reflects the reduced blood flow. Nitrous oxide is not metabolised, any reduction in its concentration after blood flow to the tissues is interrupted, the oxygen present is metabolised by Brooks et al.

Baseline measurements were established for O$_2$ and N$_2$O. Valid baseline measurements were assured by detection of at least two repeatable values for each gas concentration. Following this the anaesthetist increased the N$_2$O concentration in the anaesthetic gas from 40% to 60% for a two-minute interval. The purpose of this N$_2$O pulse was to ensure that the measurement electrode could track changes in the gas concentrations reliably. After the cessation of this N$_2$O pulse, the surgeon began blunt separation of the fibres of gluteus maximus whose tendon was divided at its insertion into the linea aspera. The short external rotator muscles, including piriformis and quadratus femoris, were divided, the capsule was incised and the hip was dislocated. The surgical approach ended with a circumferential division and partial excision of the capsule.

Two variations in technique were subsequently used. For some patients, the preparation and insertion of the acetabular component was performed before that of the femoral component (group A). For the remaining patients femoral preparation was performed first, followed by preparation and insertion of the acetabular component and, finally, insertion of the femoral component (group F). These variations in technique were a result of surgeon preference and gave the opportunity to review any differences in intra-operative femoral head perfusion between the two groups.

The electrodes were polarised by a medical grade potentiostat system, which incorporated an opto-electronic head-stage in order to ensure electrical isolation of the patient from the power supply (potentiostat control box, Model MEC V1; opto-electronic head-stage, Model MHS V1; power supply unit; Model MPS V1, EMS, Newbury, UK).

The electrode output current (in mA) was recorded on a computer workstation using a commercial analogue-to-digital converter (PowerLab, ADInstruments, Chalgrove, UK) at a data collection rate of 10 Hz.

Measurement protocol. After anaesthesia had been induced, the patient was placed in the lateral decubitus position and their pelvis stabilised by a padded support. A standard, extended posterior approach was performed and, once the fascia lata was divided, a Kirschner (K-) wire (diameter 2 mm) was introduced into the femoral neck below the greater trochanter. It was then advanced up the femoral neck under fluoroscopic guidance so that the end of the wire was positioned in the superolateral quadrant of the femoral head (Fig. 1). It was then removed. The cortical bone around the mouth of the resulting tunnel was widened slightly with a drill, and a size 14 Ag measurement electrode was then introduced. Correct electrode placement was confirmed fluoroscopically (Fig. 1). An Ag/AgCl reference electrode was then placed within gluteus medius and both sets of electrodes were connected to the potentiostat and data collection systems, using the 2-m signal wires to reach beyond the sterile field. The measurement system is shown schematically in Figure 2.

Baseline measurements were established for O$_2$ and N$_2$O. Valid baseline measurements were assured by detection of at least two repeatable values for each gas concentration. Following this the anaesthetist increased the N$_2$O concentration in the anaesthetic gas from 40% to 60% for a two-minute interval. The purpose of this N$_2$O pulse was to ensure that the measurement electrode could track changes in the gas concentrations reliably. After the cessation of this N$_2$O pulse, the surgeon began blunt separation of the fibres of gluteus maximus whose tendon was divided at its insertion into the linea aspera. The short external rotator muscles, including piriformis and quadratus femoris, were divided, the capsule was incised and the hip was dislocated. The surgical approach ended with a circumferential division and partial excision of the capsule.

Two variations in technique were subsequently used. For some patients, the preparation and insertion of the acetabular component was performed before that of the femoral component (group A). For the remaining patients femoral preparation was performed first, followed by preparation and insertion of the acetabular component and, finally, insertion of the femoral component (group F). These variations in technique were a result of surgeon preference and gave the opportunity to review any differences in intra-operative femoral head perfusion between the two groups.

The electrodes were maintained in the measurement position until the final reduction of the resurfaced joint and...
reconstruction of the posterior capsule and short external rotators had been performed. Validation measurements were made after removal of the electrodes and a further recalibration was undertaken in the laboratory at a later stage. If any intra-operative damage to the electrodes was detected, those measurements were excluded.

**Electrode validation.** The electrodes were removed and placed into a saline solution containing 20% O2 and the O2 concentration was recorded. This validation procedure established that the accuracy of the measurement was within 10%.

**Analysis.** The measurements of intra-operative current were converted into O2 and N2O concentrations on the basis of each individual electrode calibration. Baseline concentrations were considered to be those measured immediately after insertion of the electrodes. The gas concentrations were represented as a percentage of the baseline measurements. The various surgical steps were grouped and used as a standardised event-based timeline (rather than a chronological timeline) in order to compare results between patients. The groups were as follows: 1) start, measurements taken immediately after insertion of the electrodes; 2) approach, this included the muscle/soft-tissue division, capsulotomy and dislocation. The measurement was made at the end of the anterior capsulotomy; 3) implant insertion, this included the preparation of both the femur and the acetabulum as well as the insertion and fixation of the components; 4) relocation, the resurfaced joint was reduced and the posterior capsule and short external rotators were repaired. A measurement was taken before closure of the fascia lata.

Statistical analysis was performed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for matched pair analysis using the Statistics Toolbox version 4 available in Matlab version 6.5 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). Oxygen concentrations at the following pairs of surgical time points were tested as matched pairs: 1) start and approach; 2) approach and implant insertion; 3) implant insertion and relocation.

The decrease in O2 concentration was calculated for the insertion of both the femoral and acetabular components. In addition, the effect of the order of preparation, i.e. between groups A and F, was investigated using the signed-rank test.

**Results**

There were no surgical complications related to the measurements of blood gas concentration in the femoral head. Successful data collection was achieved in ten patients; data from five patients was discarded because of damage to the electrodes during the procedure. Of the ten successful measurements, five were in group F and five were in group A.

In all cases the N2O pulse given in the inhaled gas resulted in an increase in measured N2O in the bone, indicating that there was blood flow. However, the rate of increase varied from patient to patient, indicating differences in the blood flow to the femoral head.

The pattern of change in gas concentration varied between the patients. Taking an illustrative individual case,
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Fig. 3
Illustrative example of oxygenation drop during surgical approach, without recovery.

Fig. 4
Intra-operative oxygenation changes for each patient. The numbers on the curves identify individual patients, lines being alternately dashed and solid solely for clarity.
the baseline concentrations were seen in the same 60:40 ratio of $O_2$ and $N_2O$ provided by the anaesthetic machine (Fig. 3). During the $N_2O$ pulse, an increase in $N_2O$ concentration was observed, with a synchronous decrease in $O_2$ concentration; as the pulse ended, $N_2O$ levels dropped and $O_2$ levels increased. A dramatic reduction in $O_2$ concentration was seen with muscle division and capsulotomy. In this case, $O_2$ concentration dropped to zero after dislocation and showed no recovery for the remainder of the procedure. The $N_2O$ concentration showed a continuous, steady decline throughout the procedure, dropping to approximately a quarter of the baseline value at the point of relocation.

There was considerable variation in $O_2$ concentration levels during surgery (Fig. 4). In all cases there was a substantial fall in $O_2$ concentration as a result of the approach. In most patients it continued to fall during the procedure. At the end of the procedure, three patients had zero $O_2$ concentration, four had very low levels and three had some degree of recovery. The largest change in $O_2$ concentration occurred during the approach, when it dropped to 38% of baseline ($SD$ 26%); this was a highly significant reduction ($p < 0.005$; Fig. 5). At the end of the implant insertion step, $O_2$ concentration reduced again, dropping to 20% of baseline ($SD$ 28%); this change was also significant ($p < 0.04$). It then rose slightly, reaching 22% of baseline after the relocation step; this was not significant ($p = 0.69$).

The order in which the components were inserted had no significant effect on the outcome ($p = 0.54$). In the five patients in whom the acetabulum was prepared first (group A), the decrease in $O_2$ concentration associated with implantation was 15% ($SD$ 36%). In the five in whom the femur was prepared first (group F), the decrease was 20% ($SD$ 8%). In all ten patients the mean decrease in oxygen concentration associated with acetabular preparation was 21% ($SD$ 28%); this was statistically significant ($p = 0.037$). There was, however, no significant change in concentration during femoral preparation (3% decrease, $SD$ 28%, $p = 0.67$).

**Discussion**

In all ten patients in this study, there was a decrease in oxygenation concentration in the femoral head during the operation. In three patients, by the end of the procedure, the $O_2$ concentration was zero, suggesting that the blood supply to the femoral head had been completely disrupted. This has important implications for hip resurfacing as it suggests that the damage to the blood supply during the operation is more severe than is generally believed. Fortunately, in the majority of patients the blood supply to the femoral head must recover spontaneously as positron emission tomography scanning of the head at one year suggests there is adequate perfusion.28 However, it is likely that in some patients the blood supply does not recover adequately which may be the explanation for many of the complications associated with the resurfacing femoral component. For example, a compromised blood supply may explain many of the femoral neck fractures and cases of loosening associated with avascular necrosis. It is therefore important to understand why the blood supply is damaged by the operation and how this can be prevented.

The femoral head and neck obtain their blood supply from various sources, as described by Trueta and Harrison in 1953.29 The main supply is from the deep branch of the medial femoral circumflex artery. This is variable, but terminates in two to four vessels. One branch arises adjacent to the proximal border of quadratus femoris. The main division passes anterior to the tendons of the obturator internus and gemelli. It perforates the joint capsule at the level of the superior gemellus and divides into terminal branches which pass along and enter the femoral neck.30 There may also be some blood supply to the femoral head from the ligamentum teres and from interosseous anastomoses within the metaphysis. During metal-on-metal hip resurfacing through an extended posterior approach, the branches of the medial femoral circumflex artery which pass along the short external rotators are likely to be destroyed. In addition, if there is any blood supply from the ligamentum teres this will also be destroyed.

We found that the surgical approach resulted in a mean 62% decrease in oxygenation of the femoral head. Most of this decrease appeared to be a result of the division of the short rotators and capsule, confirming that the deep branch of the medial femoral circumflex artery provides the most important blood supply to the femoral head. If the femoral head and the proximal femoral neck are rendered avascular, and if this does not recover, avascular necrosis will occur. In the long term, dead bone may fail from multiple fatigue fractures which can, in turn, lead to femoral head collapse and loosening. In addition, in the short term, there may be
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bony resorption at the interface between viable and dead bone as part of the process of creeping substitution; this will temporarily weaken the femoral neck and may precipitate a fracture.

In order to prevent complications relating to the femoral component the surgical technique should be modified so as to minimise damage to the blood supply. The majority of damage occurs during the approach and results from division of the blood vessels in the region of the short external rotators, muscles which have to be divided during a posterior approach. Consideration should, therefore, be given to using different approaches, and studies should be undertaken to investigate the effect these have on the blood supply to the femoral head. Our study also demonstrated that acetabular preparation resulted in significant decrease in blood supply to the femoral head. This may be related to the position of the femur during acetabular preparation and consideration should, therefore, be given to altering this.

The gas electrode-based system developed in this study appears to be useful for assessing oxygenation in bone. In every patient the N$_2$O pulse was detected by the electrode, indicating that the technique is able to monitor the gases in the bone continuously. The technique was difficult to develop, although once finalised validation suggested that it could measure O$_2$ concentration to within 10%. The electrode assesses the gaseous concentration within a small volume of bone although the size of this is unknown. As there was variation in the O$_2$ concentration measured as soon as the electrode was implanted, it is likely that in osteoarthritis the O$_2$ concentration within the femoral head is variable.

There are many potential applications for a reliable method of measuring and monitoring oxygen concentration and blood flow in bone. For example, a measurement of oxygen concentration following a fractured neck of femur or fractured talus might influence subsequent surgical management. Similarly, monitoring of blood flow during reduction of a slipped femoral capital epiphysis would be advantageous. The electrochemical method developed for this study, in addition to measuring O$_2$ concentration, can be used to measure absolute blood flow. This is performed by measuring the rate of change of N$_2$O in the bone following an N$_2$O pulse in the inhaled anaesthetic gases. In this study we did not measure absolute blood flow, as serial measurements would have extended the length of the procedure significantly. Instead, the measurements of O$_2$ concentration gave an indirect measure of blood flow. An alternative method of assessing femoral head perfusion has been described by Norzli et al. during dislocation of the hip, using laser Doppler flowmetry with a high-energy laser, although this could not easily be used to monitor vascularity throughout an operation.

During metal-on-metal hip resurfacing arthroplasty using an extended posterior approach, there is a highly significant reduction in femoral head oxygenation (62%) during the surgical approach. There is a further small decline in O$_2$ concentration during the rest of the operation and, in about one-third of patients the femoral head appears to be completely avascular by the end of the operation. Our findings clearly raise concerns about the viability of the femoral head and neck after hip resurfacing. They may also explain some of the complications of hip resurfacing such as femoral neck fracture and AVN. The technique for assessing O$_2$ concentration should be used in further studies in order to investigate whether alternative surgical approaches are less damaging to the blood supply.

Supplementary Material

A further opinion by Dr. R. Kooijman is available with the electronic version of this article on our website at www.jbjs.org.uk
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